Identification
make_dir, make_branch
C. A. Cushing

Purpose
These commands establish an entry of type directory branch or of type non-directory branch in the working directory.

Usage
make_dir (names) mode
make_branch (names) mode

make_dir establishes a directory entry in the working directory with the names listed in (names). The access control list for this branch contains the name of the user issuing this command with mode mode.

make_branch establishes a non-directory entry in the working directory with the names listed in (names). The access control list for this branch contains the name of the user issuing this command with mode mode.

mode is a character string containing any or all of the letters TREVJA specifying the attributes trap, read, execute, write and append respectively.

Comments
The user issuing the commands make_dir or make_branch must have the append attribute on in the branch pointing to the working directory. The copy switch for the entry is set off; maximum length of the segment associated with the entry is 16384 words.